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THE CHANGING DISTRIBUTION OF OMAHA'S OFFICE SPACE
BY

Introduction

ARM I N K. LUDWIG

During the first half of the twentieth century in most
American cities the journey between home and work tended to
increase. This was especially true for white collar office workers
and managers whose rising incomes permitted not only purchase
of new homes in the suburbs but also purchase and operation of
automobiles to ease the longer journey to work. In most cases
this journey took them to the Central Business District (CBD) or
financial center of the city. As these commercial cores of cities

and white collar residences into the suburban zone (Table I).
Despite the westward extension of the pattern, however, new
construction in the downtown zone continued at a fairly high
level during the decade thus giving the city two zones of office
space concentration which bracket the mid-town zone on the
east and on the west. The completion in 1965 of Interstate 1-80/
1-480 from the southwestern margin of the city's built-up area
to the Central Business District in the downtown zone contrib-

grew upward the residential fringes grew outward. Professor Jean

uted to the development and mainte nance of this duality of

Gottmann has documented this direct relationship between the
rise of office skyscrapers in the core of cities and the ensu ing
residential sprawl on the urban fringes.1
In the past twenty years, however, the journey to work
for many office workers and managers has begun to decrease as
office building construction follows the white collar population
into the suburbs. The completion of the urban portion of
Interstate routes such as 1-80/ 1-480 in Omaha aided in the
suburbanization of office buildings by improving access to large,
cheaper land packages in the route corridor and on the urban
fringe . Office buildings located near the new highways possessed
good access not only to the suburban residences of those
managers who are office location decision-makers but also to
those office, institutional and governmental functions which
remained in the CBD. In addition, non-limited-access radials
anchored to the CBD provided good access to both suburban
residences and the city core and encouraged the siting of office
buildings on the urban fringes. Many of these routes such as
Dodge Street in Omaha were already high capacity traffic carriers
but over the years of office building growth in both the CBD and
suburbs have been modified to increase their capacities. Such
urban arteries have also aided considerably in the day-to-day
operations of offices sited along them not only permitting rapid
access to offices e lsewhere in a city but also providing ease of
movement for sales forces to outlying communities.
In Omaha and its immediate Douglas County environs the
past decade has witnessed a burgeoning of office space growth.
Historically office space was concentrated in the downtown zone
(east of 24th Street to the Missouri River) and adjacent mid-town
zone (24th to 60th Streets), but since 1965 much new space has
been constructed west of 60th Street following markets, services

office space concentration in Omaha.

1Jean Gottmann, "The Skyscraper Amid the Sprawl ," in Metropolis
on the Move: Geographers Look at Urban Sprawl, ed. by Robert A. Harper
and Jean Gottmann (New York : John Wiley and Sons, 19671 pp. 125-150.

Changes in Omaha's Office Space Distribution by Zone
Prior to 1965 Omaha and its immediate Douglas County
environs contained more than 4.1 million square feet of office
space. This and all subsequent figures are based on a survey by
the Omaha Chamber of Commerce and by Harold Hornbeck and
the author which enumerated only those privately and corporately owned office buildings with 3,000 or more square feet of
gross space which were in existence in November, 1975. Nearly
60 percent of this space (2.4 million square feet) was concentrated downtown. One quarter of the total (1.0 million square
feet) was located mid-town while only 15 percent (600,000
square feet) was suburban, west of 60th Street (Table II).
During the 1965-1975 decade of rapid expansion 3.2
million square feet were added to Omaha's stock of pre-1965
office space, a gain of 76 percent (Table II). All the zones
experienced increases, but these were very unequally distributed.
More than 60 percent of the increment (1.9 million square feet)
was suburban while fully another third (1 .0 million square feet)
was downtown. Mid-town received only five percent of this gain,
or less than 200,000 square feet.
By November of 1975 Omaha and its environs contained
nearly 7.3 million square feet of office space. Although downtown still held more space than either of the other two zones its
nearly 3.5 million squa re feet represented slightly less than onehalf of the city's total. The suburban proportion rose to more
than 35 percent; the mid-town proportion fell to only 17 percent.

Changes in the Zonal Distribution of Office Buildings
by Number and Size

1

Prior to 1965 downtown and mid-town zones had the same
number of office buildings (26) while the suburban zone had

only 16 (Table Ill). During the 1965-1975 growth decade the
number of buildings in the former two zones increased at 38 and
50 percent respectively, but subu rban office buildings increased
four-fold. Both mid-town and suburban buildings constructed
during the 1965-1975 decade tended to be smaller than those
constructed in the pre-1965 era (Table IV). New mid-town
buildings contained on the average 67 percent less floor space
than pre-1965 buildings and new suburban buildings were 29
percent smaller. New downtown buildings, on the other hand,
contained nearly 15 percent more floor space than their pre-1965
neighbors.

FIGURE I
OMAHA OFFICE BUILDINGS PUT
IN PLACE IN THE PERIOD

1%5·1975

Intra-Zonal Patterns of Office Space Growth, 1965-1975
Most office space put in place during the expansion decade
was located in six major clusters (Figure I) ; the remainder was
scattered west of 60th Street (Table V).

Two Inner Clusters: The CBD and the East Dodge Strip.

The Regency cluster's six buildings added 275,000 square
feet to Omaha's stock of office space during the decade. This
amounted to only nine percent of the decade's increment but
the units in this cluster have the largest average size (45,000
square feet) outside of the CBD.
Six very small buildings make up the cluster at 87th and
Center Streets. Together they yielded only 56,000 square feet or
two percent of the city's floor space increment.
Scattered Suburban Buildings. The 17 suburban units of
average size sou th of Dodge Street accounted for 460,000 square
feet of office space or nearly 15 percent of the city's increment.
Within this scattering are two weak groupings, one near "L"
Street east of 1-680 and another along Center Road west of 1-680.
North of Dodge Street the scattering becomes more pro·
nounced. Here eight average-sized buildings were constructed
containing 230,000 square feet of floor space or seven percent
of the city's increment during the decade.

One-third (1.0 million square feet) of the Omaha area's office
space growth during the decade occurred downtown and all of

TABLE I ll
NUMBER OF EXISTING OMAHA OFF ICE BUILDINGS
PUT IN PLACE PRIOR TO 1965 AND
DURING THE PERIOD 1965-1975*
Pre-1965
No.
%

1965-1975
No.
%

Downtown
Mid-town
Suburban

26
26
16

38.2
38.2
23.6

10
13
67

Total

68

100.0

90

--

11.1
14.4
74.5
-

Tota l
No.
%
36
39
83

22.8
24.7
52.5
-

100.0 158

100.0

-

%Increase
Pre-1965/
1965-1975
38.5
50.0
418.8

*1 ncludes only those privately- or corporately-owned office
buildings with 3,000 or more square feet of floor space.
Source: Chamber of Commerce Survey and field work
by Harold Hornbeck and the author.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE FLOOR SPACE PER EXISTI NG OMAHA OFF ICE BUILDING PUT IN PLACE PRIOR TO 1965
AND DURING THE PERIOD 1965-1975 *

TABLE I

Pre-1965

OMAHA OFFICE BUILDING COMPLETIONS BY ZONE
A COMPAR ISON OF THOSE EXISTING IN 1975 WITH THOSE PUT IN PLACE PRIOR TO 1965
AND DURING THE PERIOD 1965-1975*
Downtown
Missouri River to 24th St.
Floor Space
Buildings
No. % Square feet
%
Existing office buildings
put in place prior to 1965

26

72.2 2.423,629

69.4

Mid-town
24th to 60th St.
Buildings
No. %

Floor Space
Square feet %

26 66.7 1,063,105

86.1

Downtown
Mid-town
Suburban
All Zones

Suburban
West of 60th St.

Total

Buildi ngs
Floor Space
No. %
Square feet
%

Buildings
Floor Space
No. %
Square feet
%

16

68

19.3

644,533

25.2

43.0 4,131,267

1965-1975

93,216
40,888
40,283
60,753

Present Omaha Average

Change Pre-1965/ 1965-1975

97,062
31,672
30,872
46,151

107,060
13,239
28,625
35,117

10 27.8 1,070,600

Tota l existing office
buildings. 1975

36 100.0 3.494,229 100.0

30.6

13 33.3

172,110

13.9

39 100.0 1,235,215 100.0

67

80.7 1,917,901

74.8

90 57.0 3,160,611

Downtown
Mid-town
Suburban

2.423,629
1,063,105
644,533

Total

4,131 ,267

%

1965-1975
Square feet

58.7
25.7
15.6

1,070,600
172,110
1,917,901

100.0

3,160,61 1

--

%

Total
Square feet

33.9
5.4
60.7

3.494,229
1.235,215
2,562.434

100.0

7,291,878

--

%

% Increase
Pre-1965/1965-1975

48.0
16.9
35.1

44.2
16.2
297.6

100.0

76.5

--

*Includes only those privately- or corporately-owned office buildings with 3,000 or more square feet of floor space.
Source: Chamber of Commerce Survey and field work by Harold Hornbeck and the author.

this space was concentrated in the ten buildings located in and
around the CBD and within the quadrangle bounded by Dodge,
Harney, 14th and 24th Streets. These buildings averaged rnore
than 100,000 square feet of floor space each, a figure nearly
14,000 square feet larger than their pre-1965 neighbors. Virtually
all of the small amount of mid-town space put in place was
located in the East Dodge Strip extending along Dodge westward
from 30th Street. These ten buildings however, accounted for
only four percent of the total new office space construction in
the city and are quite small, averaging only 14,000 square feet
of floor space.
Four Suburban Clusters. The cluster of new office buildings
at 72nd and Center Streets was second on ly to the CBD in the
amount of floor space put in place during the decade. Never-

theless, the 18 buildings located here (nearly twice as many as
in the CBD) accounted for just 16 percent of the city's new
office space, or less than one-half the CBD's increment. The
buildings range widely in size, but because there are so many
small low-rise units this cluster has a rather low floor space
average (28,000 square feet). Completion of the new high-rise
on the northwest corner of 72nd and Mercy will further expand
the size range and raise the cluster's floor space average.
Twelve buildings containing 380,000 square feet make up
the cluster cored on the 87th and Dodge intersection. This cluster
contained only 12 percent of the decade's new floor space
construction in the Omaha area but the new buildings are larger
than most suburban buildings averaging about 32,000 square
feet of floor space each.

2

Buildings
No. %

Floor Space
Square feet % Average

CBD

10

11.1

1,070,600

Mid-town
East Dodge Strip
Scattered in Mid-town

10
3

11.1
3.3

137 ,210
34,900

4.3
1.1

13 ,721
11,633

Suburban
72nd - Center Cluster
Scattered South of Dodge
87th --Dodge Cluster
Regency Cluster
Scattered North of Dodge
87th- Center Cluster

18
17
12
6
8
6

20.0
18.9
13.3
6.7
8.9
6.7

504,560
463,542
382,248
274,675
236.426
56.450

16.0
14.6
12.1
8.7
7.5
1.8

28,031
27 ,267
31,854
45,779
29,553
9.408

Tota l

90 100.0

83 100.0 2,562.434 100.0 158 100.0 7.291,878 100.0

TABLE II

Pre-1965
Square feet

INT RA-ZONE GROUPING OF OFFICE BUILDINGS
PUT IN PLACE DURING THE PERIOD 1965-1975*

43.3

FLOOR SPACE OF EXISTING OMAHA OFFICE BUILDINGS PUT IN PLACE PRIOR TO 1965
AND DURING THE PERIOD 1965-1975*

+ 14.9

-27,649
-11,658
-25,636

-67.6
-28.9
-42.2

with better route access to it as a beneficial side effect, if it
was not already a part of their residential decision. Both groups
found adequate parking space proximal to their work. Daily
office operations were enhanced by rapid access to both intraand extra-Omaha locations.
As certain kinds of offices occupied the new space the
functional clustering effect began and offices with dependent or
symbiotic relationships to those already there sought space
nearby, increasing demand on existing space. As the market for
space increased, developers responded by adding new buildings
to the cluster. The market for the new space was also expanded
as business pressures were brought on potential office space
occupants to move from their present locations to the new
space. A few suburban locations began to attain sufficient
prestige to attract new occupants. Access, the clustering effect
and business pressures, all of which encouraged occupancy of
new buildings, may also have helped inflate the apparent overall
demand for Omaha office space when, in fact, they only
increased actual demand in specific new buildings or clusters
while reducing it in others. Additional research is necessary to
determine, for example, how much new suburban occupancy in
Omaha occurred at the expense of an increase in the downtown
vacancy rate.
Downtown. Some of the same factors that affected suburban office space growth during the decade operated to greater
or lesser degrees downtown but some others were unique to the
zone. Business pressures directed to creating a market also
operated downtown but since there was less new space to fill
here their aggregate positive effect was probably less than in the
suburbs. Functional clustering helped to create a market for
downtown space among those financial and legal institutions that
preferred proximity to one another and to government functions
at the city, county and federal levels. Prestige based on the name,
size and location of the building was a factor that added to
downtown's attractive effect for both potential developers and
office space occupants. Proximity to Omaha's airport , one of the
rare few in the country less than three miles from the CBD,
al so added to the core's attraction for some types of offices.

56.7

*Includes only those privately- or corporately-owned office buildings with 3,000 or more square feet of floor space.
Source: Chamber of Commerce Survey and field work by Harold Hornbeck and the author.

+ 13,844

*1 ncludes only those privately- or corporately-owned office bui ldings with 3,000 or more square feet of floor space.
Source: Chamber of Commerce Survey and field work by Harold Hornbeck and the author.

TABLE V

Existing office buildings
put in place during the
period 1965-1975

%Change Pre-1965/ 1965-1975

33.9 107,060

3,160,611 100.0

* I ncludes only those privately- or corporately-owned office
buildings with 3,000 or more square feet of f loor space.
Source : Chamber of Commerce Survey and field work
by Harold Hornbeck and the author.

Factors in the Omaha Growth Pattern
Suburbs. In the route corridors and on the urban fringe
improved access provided by 1-80/1-480 and upgraded Dodge
Street made attractive large packages of cheaper raw land for
residential construction and for office building development with
provision for off-street, grade level parking. As executives and
office managers who possessed the location decision-making
capacity moved to the new western and southwestern residential
areas they provided a potential market for new office space
which had been developed either near their new residences or at
locations with good access to them. Office workers who moved
to the new residential areas found themselves closer to work or

3

Downtown's access to the western and southwestern residential
areas was somewhat weaker than for suburban office clusters
owing to the increased distance, but routes 1-80/ 1-480 and Dodge
Street functioned to move large numbers of commuters between
the suburbs and the core. Access to downtown remained high
for that considerable number of office location decision-makers
and workers who still resided east of 72nd Street and utilized the
Dodge Street route to the CBD .
Space limitation was a major deterrent to office building
and off-street parking developments in the high-density Gore.
Cheap raw land was virtually non-existent and the cost and
difficulty of putting together land packages and demolishing
existing structures raised the cost of office building construction.
Such costs encouraged the development of high-rise buildings to
increase the floor space per lot ratio, and their height, in turn,
partially compensated the costs by increasing the prestige of the
building for the potential market.

Conclusion
Omaha's principal office space thrust during the past
decade was suburban but space expanded in the CBD as well.
In large measure this dual expansion was owed to the completion
or upgrading of major traffic arteries 1-80/ 1-480 and Dodge
Street, which allowed improved access not only between residential and office clusters but also between the latter and many
other intra- and extra-Omaha locations. In the suburbs not only
access but also the presence of cheap raw land and the functional
cluster effect played roles in office space development.
Downtown, the lack of cheap raw land and easilyaggregated land packages hindered development of office space,
but the zone's access improved with the completion of 1-80/ 1-480
and the upgrading of Dodge Street. Functional clustering and the
prestige of location improved the marketability of office space in
the downtown zone.

COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AND NEEDS: A SURVEY OF PUBLIC OPINION
Omaha c1t1zens have a great concern about the crime/
corrections problem and how it is currently being handled.
Housing is also felt to be a need of highest priority in the community. These were among the major findings from a survey of
people of Omaha to determine problems and needs with the
highest priority in the community .1 Interviewing for this survey
was completed during the period December 1-3, 1975, by
members of the Center for Applied Urban Research interviewing
staff. Responses were obtained from 513 residents via telephone
interviews. Random sampling techniques were used in the design
and execution of the survey.

These were: economy (inflation/unemployment). crime/corrections, energy crisis and neighborhood deterioration. Nearly onehalf the respondents listed crime/corrections as the most important of these community problems. Three of every five responde nts felt that the crime/corrections problem wou ld become
more serious five years from now as a result of the way the
problem is currently being handled. Respondents who commented most frequently associated the crime problem with
ineffectiveness of the court system rather than of the police.
The economy (inflation/unemployment) ranked second to
the crime/corrections problem followed by neighborhood deterioration and the energy crisis. More than half of the respondents

Most Important Problem

who indicated the energy crisis to be the most important problem

also believed it would be a more serious problem five years from
now as a result of the way it is currently being handled.
Responses are detailed in Table I.

Each respondent interviewed was asked to identify the
most important community problem from a list of problems
previously identified in a su rvey of Omaha community leaders .

TABLE I
COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
Which of the following community problems do you consider most important?
Totals

Economy (inflation/unemployment)

Crime/Corrections

Energy Crisis

Neighborhood Deterioration

Don't Know

Percent
Total

513

28

48

7

15

2

Sex
Male
Female

129
384

25
29

44
50

10
6

19
14

2
2

Age
Under 25
25-45
46-65
Over 65

76
195
157
83

33
31
28
16

42
44
54
53

7
11
4
2

18
12
13
23

--

L ength of residency
Less than 5 years 66
Over 5 years
447

35
27

36
50

11
6

18
15

--

Area
Northeast
Southeast
Northcentral
Southcentral
Northwest
Southwest

19
29
30
27
20
37

49
43
48
55
56
45

6
6
8
2
11
8

23
22
12
13
11
8

34

61
20
14
5

53
21
23
3

43
22
30
5

89
102
93

64
55
109

Five years from now
problem will be
More serious
252
As serious
118
Less seri ous
95
Don't know
39

32
21
13

4

2
1
6

3
3

-2
5
2
2

---

--

Most Important Need

least often cited as the greatest among the four needs. However,
when cited programs of need were divided among youth, aging
and welfare.
The relative importance of community needs classified
according to age, sex, length and area of residence of the
respondent is presented in Table II.

Each respondent was asked to identify the most important
community need from a list of previously identified needs:
housing, city services, community programs and downtown
revitalization. Nearly four of every ten respondents identified
housing as the most important of these community needs..
The need for downtown revitalization ranked second to
housing followed by city services and community programs.
Approximately one out of every four respondents living east of
72nd Street ranked downtown revitalization as the most important community need.
The need for city services ranked third and was most
frequently cited by respondents west of 72nd Street. Needs for
city services most often specified were street maintenance and
public recreation facilities. Needs for community programs were

1 1n a 1974 survey by the Junior League of Omaha, 198 community
leaders ranked Omaha's most important problems as: inflation/economy
(22.0 percent). crime/corrections (20.7 percent), revitalization of downtown (9.6 percent), employment (8.6 percent), housing (8.1 percent)..
education (7 .1 percent), polarization (5.1 percent), transportation (4.5
percent), community programs (4.0 percent), city services ( 1.0 percent),
and other (9.1 percent).

R. Todd

TABLE II
COMMUNITY NE:EDS
Which of the following community needs do you consider most important?
Totals

Housing

City Service

Community Program

Downtown Revitalization

Don't Know

Percent
Total

513

36

19

18

23

4

Sex
Male
Female

129
384

26

39

26
17

20
17

24
23

4
4

Age
Under 25
25-45
46-65
Over 65

76
195
157
83

33
40

22
19
17
18

24
19
15
13

21
19
25
30

-3
5
11

Length of residency
Less than 5 years
Over 5 years

66
447

39
35

21
19

20
17

18
24

2
5

Area
Northeast
Southeast
Northcentral
Southcentral
Northwest
Southwest

89
102
93
64
55
109

40
29
37
33
33
41

14
18
19
17
25
24

17
19
15
19
20
17

22
29
26
25
16
17

7
5
3
6
6
1

Situation will improve
in the next 5 years
Yes
No
Don't know

261
163
66

56

41
43
16

63
22
15

51
33
16

·-

38
28

34
10

--

But the Report is neither advocacy nor diagnostics. As a
spokesman for the Southern Growth Policies Board told the
Subcommittee,

Office). Nor is it surprising that the conclusions of the Report
virtually ignore the private sector and focus instead on governmental structural improvements at the national executive level
(e.g., strengthened Domestic Council), national legislative level
(e.g., comments about the partial and overlapping jurisdictions
of Congressional committees), multistate level (e.g., expanded
role for Federal Regional Councils), state level (e.g., need for
continued modernization of state executive and legislative
branches). local level (e.g., strengthened local general purpose
governments), and the substate level (e.g., strengthened multijurisdictional "umbrella" agencies).
Similarly, the Hearings illustrate the conflicting interests
of these different levels. For example, spokesmen for the States
say they should receive increased Federal support because they
can provide a broader perspective than their local units of government, and because the boundaries of the Federal Regional
Councils do not reflect realistic units. Similarly, the spokesmen
for local general purpose governments applaud the statements
supporting the need for a stronger linkage between implementation and planning, but suggest that the Report's statements
critical of shifts of influence to technical specialists obviates the
idea of increased power to "umbrella" planning agencies.
In· summary, despite the resulting generalities there is
enough value in the Report--when combined with the Hearings-to warrant the attention of private and governmental decisionmakers and planners as well as academicians.
M. Frost

. •. the 1972 and 1974 Reports provided pleasant essays,
constructed with interesting summaries of historical development, philosophic approaches to urban affairs, some broad
brush strokes describing efforts at public policy formulations
in growth management, and some interspersed statistics of a
general nature already known to a substantial degree by the
potential users of the Reports.

The Report's generalities and the long delay in producing
it may be due to conflicts concerning the content of a national
growth policy and not just the intent or format of the report.
One example of the conflict concerns the proper role of government. The Report asserts,
For the most part, the matching up of individual needs and
directions of growth is accomplished through operations of
the private market . • . Most of the time the Federal role in
this process has been one of a concerned but passive observer
. . . In the United States. the fundamental posture toward
growth is that the private decisions of the people operating
through open markets allocate goods, resources, and the
people themselves more efficiently and with more satisfaction
for all than does any alternative method.

No wonder that some of those reviewing the Report for
the Subcommittee claimed it was insufficiently aware of the
impact of Federal (and other governmental) decisions on the
pattern of growth and development in the nation (e.g., see the
warning of the Western Governors' Regional Energy Policy
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URBAN LITERATURE REVIEW

To the reader familiar with the detail available in the
annual reports on environmental quality issued by the Council
on Environmental Quality, the Biennial Report on Growth and
Development prepared under the direction of the Domestic
Council is a disappointment. On the other hand, to the reader
familiar with the wealth of information available in published
Congressional hearings, the Hearings on National Growth and
Development run true to form. (The final frosting is that the
Report is 100 pages and is available for $1.40 from the Government Printing Office, while the Hearings are 673 pages and can
usually be obtained free from the Committee or a local Congressman.)
The Hearings made it plain that the Report suffers from an
inconsistent image of its intent. Some of the critics viewed it
from an advocate's position; they wanted it to present the President's policy on urban growth and development, or at least to
outline the policy alternatives. Others viewed it from a diagnostician's point of view; they wished for a report full of the latest
population statistics and other data, or at least surveys of what
others have done to guide growth and development.

National Growth and Development: Second Biennial Report.
U.S. President, Prepared Under Direction of The Domestic
Council. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, December 1974. 100 pp. $1.40.)
Hearings on National Growth and Development. Committee on
Banking, Currency and Housing, House of Representatives.
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1975. 673 pp. No price.)
The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 required
the President to submit to Congress a biennial report on urban
growth. The Second Biennial Report was released in December
1974, while the third is due February 1976 or at least prior to
the United Nations Habitat conference scheduled for June. The
Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development of the
House Banking, Currency and Housing Committee held hearings
on the Report in September which have just been published.
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